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1. INTR~DUCTJ~~ 
Considerable progress has been made in recent years towards the classification 
of finite simple grnups of odd Chevallcy type These groups may be defined as 
simple groups G containing an involution t such that C,(t)jO(C,(t)) has a 
subnormal quasi-simple subgroup. This property is possessed by most Chevalley 
groups over fields of odd order but by no simple Chevalley groups over fields of 
characteristic 2, hence the name. It is also a property of alternating groups of 
degree at least 9 and eighteen of the known sporadic simple groups. 
Particular attention in this area has focussed on the so-called B-Conjecture. 
R-Conjecture: Let G be a finite group with O(G) = (1 j. Let t be an involu- 
tion of G andL a pcrfcct subnormal subgroup of CJt) withL/O(fJ) quasi-simple, 
then L is quasi-simple. 
The R-Conjecture would follow as an easy corollary of the Unbalanced Group 
Conjecture (.5’-Conjecture). 
U-Chjecture: Let G be a finite group withF*(G) quasi-simple. Suppose there 
is an involution t of G with O(C,(t)) e O(G). Then F*(G)/F(G) is isomorphic 
to one of the following: 
(I) A Chevalley group of odd characteristic. 
(2) ,4n alternating group of odd degree. 
(3) T,,(4) nr Held’s simple group, He. 
LVith the exception of the,!,,(q) component case, the cases (1) and (2) have been 
complctcly handled in [3], [5], [7], [8], [20], [29] and [30]. The L,(q) problem 
has been reduced in [19] to the solution of a small number of specific standard 
form problems in groups satisfying the I/‘-Conjecture. This paper treats case (3). 
Hcfnrc we state orrr main results, we need to make some definitions. A perfect 
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subnormal subgroup H of a group G is called a 2-component of G if 
quasi-simple. A 2-component, H, is a ~0~~~~~~ if ~(~~ C Z(H). ~(G~ is the 
product of at1 2-components of G. L.?(G) is the set of all 2-components of 
centralizers of involutions in G. For any elementary ‘J-subgroup A of G with 
m(A) > 2, we let WA = (flb~B~ Q(C,(b)) 1 3 C A, m(B) > 2). We cali a group 
G baZa~ced if O(C,(t)) C O(G) f or all z E I(G). We call G 2~~~~~~~~~ if IV/, C 
~(G~ for all elementary 4-subgroups A of G. W’e shall calI JE 8(G) an US- 
balancing 2-component in G if there exists an ~~ba~a~cing triple (a, x, j> with 
{a, z> a 4-snbgrou~ of G, J a 2-component of GG(a) ~o~a~~ed by x and by 
D = Q(C&) n C,(a) and with [J, D] 8 O(J). We shall call G Inc&y 2- 
~a~an~e~ if for all ~balan~ing %eomponents j E 5?(G), all a E I(Co(J)> and alI 
=&subgroups E of No(f) n C,(a), we ha-ve 
THEOREM 1.1 I Let G be a$finite group. Suppose that 
(If The Lr4I’onjecture holds in every proper section of G. 
(2) G is jockey 2~baZa~~ed. 
(3) There exists L E 3’(G) with L/O(L) g He. 
Let G = G/Q(G) and let bars denote homomorphic images in e. Then (15’) = 
%,XL,X . ..XL.forsomer31,withLi~ETe~o~alli,P <i<~. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let G be a minimal counterexampie Lo the h?-Conj&ure. Then 
G ~~~~ai~ an u~baZanci~ taupe (b, y, 9) with ~i~(~~ z L,(q) fog some odd 
q > 4 azd with a Sylow 2-subgroup of CG(K/Q(K)) cyclic. 
We use the notation R = K,/.??(R), unless otherwise indicates. Besides this, 
our notation is standard. We collect the necessary assumed results and preliminary 
lemmas in Section 2. Theorem I.1 is proved in Section 3. As will be clear from 
the discussion in Section 2, Theorem 1.2 is an immediate corollary of Theorem 
S .I, Theorem 2.22 below and the following Theorem whose proof occupies 
Sections 4 and 5 of this paper. 
Tmo33mt 1.3. Let G be a minimal co~nteye~amp~e to the Ti-Conjectwe. 
Suppose that G is locally 2-balanced. Then G does not COT&B azy ~~ba~a~&~~g 
taupe (a, x, J) with ~/~~~~) z L,(4). 
Finally, we mention that the full solution of the L,(4) standard componen 
problem will follow from completion of the U-conjecture, which in tarn depend: 
on eliminating L,(q) as a maximal 2-component in a minimal counterexarnple 
See Theorem 2.13 and the comments following Lemma 2.23. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
We shall denote by I(H) the set of all involutions of H. We first collect some 
needed properties of L”(4) and He. 
PROFOSITION 2.1. Let G s SL(3,4) and let e be the cover&g group of G. 
Regard G as the group presented by the Steinberg generators xv(t) and reZatiom 
where Y, s E z, Y # -&s, t, u E K. Here z is a root system of type A, and K = F, . 
Then e may be presented by generators y7(t), Y F 2, t E K, subject to the relations 
where Y, s E A’, r + -&s, t, u E K; 
(C’) all the fr,,(t, u) are central in 0. 
Also, 2 = O,(Z(G)) is isomorphic to Z, X Zg , the Schur multiplier of G. Let 
{a, b) be a set of fundummtal roots. The fr,s(t, u) satisjy the properties 
(i) if tu # 0 and r, sform a 60” aagZe, theBf,,,(t, u) has order 2, fr,,( , ) is 
b~ad~~~~~e an~f~,~(t, u) = j,,s(h-lt, Xu)fo~ aEZ h E k?, t, u E K. 
(ii) if tu f 0 and Y, s form a 120” aqle, t~~~~~,*(t, u) has order 4. Also 
f&t, u) = jJXt, Au) joy all h E .A?, t, u E K, 
fa,& 4fdt’, 4fa+b,a@, t’) = fadt -I- t’, 47 and 
fdt, Z*)f&> u’)f&l,&u, u’) = fn,a(t, * + u’). 
(iii) Aut(G) s 2, x Z, acts on Z as follows: The 2, direct factor is generated 
by the image of the unitary automo~phism, which inverts Z. A Z; diect factor acts 
faithfully on both Q(Z) and Z/@(Z). 
(iv) The preimage 2?+. i~z C? of a Foot subgroup X, of G is isomorphic to 
z, x z, x 2, x z, . 
PYOO~. Let X, = (q.(t) j t E K), Y E 2, U = (Xr / P = a, b, a $ 6). Let A 
denote the preimage in G of a subset of G under the given map G + G. Since U 
has class 2, 0 has class at most 3, whence ?? is abelian. Therefore XT is abelian. 
Now let H be the standard Cartan subgroup of G. Then X, = [X, , I$l for all Y, 
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and so 1; = [XT, A] complements 2 = O,(Z(G)) in Xr , since .Zr is an 
abeiian Z-group and 1 H / is odd. Define y,(t) E ~~(2) (regarded as a coset of Z 
in G) by y,(t) = q(t) Ts Y, . At once, these yr(t) satisfy (A). Define the various 
jr,8(t, U) by the relation (IS’); thenf,,,(t, a) E 2, so that (C’) holds. 
Note that if y E G and x E G, then yx, defined to be yx’, for some s’ E x, is 
independent of the choice of x’. If g E N = No(N) satisfies r,(t)” = x,~(t>, 
x,(t)0 = r,,(t), then yr(t)# = y,,(t) and fr,s(t, U) =,fTl,$,(t, ti). Thus, Z is 
generated by thef,,,(t, u) with {Y, s> C (a, b, a + b). 
If T, s form a 60” angle, then [y?(t), y,(u)] =jT,S(tF u) E 2. Then, b~add~ti~~it~ 
ofJCT,,/, : ) follows from the corresponding property of commutation in a class 
2 2-group. Set h = h,(h) for X E Kx, h # 1. Then 
So, we have (i) and part of (ii). We obtain the last part of (ii) by appfying the 
co~utator identity [XX’; y] = [x, yJ”‘[x’, y] to [ y,(t -t Q, yb(z)] and then 
applying [x, yy’] = [x, y’J[x, y]“’ to [y&Q y&d + d)J. Now, as f*,#, %)” -= 
ja+fi.b(tu, a~‘), the order of f&t, u) is 4., provided jaib,b(~~, u’) has order 2 for 
tad # 0. Also 
We shall not prove here that Z g Z4 x Z, . This was first shown by Thompson 
in some unpublished notes. It can also be verified by exhibiting an extension of hi 
with the above factor set, then showing that this factor set of U is stable with 
respect to G in the sense of Car-tan-Eilenberg [6], Chapter XII, For examples 
of such an argument, see [16-j. 
By Alperin’s lemma (Assumed result (9) of f16]), Aut G does act on G so as 
to lift the natural action on G = G/Z. Let (6, y, pj com~~ernc~t I~n~G~ in 
Ant G, where y, y are the standard graph, field a~~o~~~~~~s~$, ~~~~~~~~ly, 
and 6 is a diagonal outer automorphism of period Pl say z,Jt) i> .~~~~)~ .zb(t) ++- 
q,:Cb(~$t)~ where (zu> = Kx. Direct calculation shows that y and g, invert 8. The 
way that the y,.(t) were defined indicates that they are transformed by (8, y, QP> 
as the corresponding a+(t) are. At this point, (iii) can be verified by direct calcula- 
tion (i.e. appiy members of (S, y, ‘p) to the expressions in (IS)). 
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(2) If 01 induces the standard jield automorphism on G/Z(G), then either 
j Z(G)/ = 16 and C,(a) z Z, 0 SL(2,7) OY j Z(G)1 < 16 and Co(,) = 2, x L, 
where 2, = Czcc)(a) andL, s L,(7). 2, is isomorphic to a subgroup of Z, . 
(3) If 01 induces a unitary automorphism on G/Z(G), then 01 inverts Z(G) and 
1 C,(a)/ = 23 . 32. A Sylow 2-subgroup R of C,(a) is isomorphic to 
QS if Z(G) = 1; 
z2 x z, if Z(G) is cyclic but Z(G) + 1; 
Z, x Z, x 2, otherwise. 
Moreover, in all cases, Cz&~) is a direct factor of R. 
Proof, In cases (1) and (2), C o,a(o)(ol) is perfect. Hence, by the Three 
Subgroups Lemma, CGiZ(o)(ol) = C,(a) Z(G)/Z(G). We continue the notation 
of Proposition 2.1. 
(1) In this case C oiz(o)(ol) s A, and we may assume that a Sylow 2- 
subgroup of C,(a) Z(G) is (Z(G), ya+b(t) j t E K), an abelian group. Thus C,(a) 
does not involve SL(2, 5) and the result follows. 
(2) In this case CGIz(o)(~) E L,(7) and we may assume that a Sylow 2- 
subgroup of Co(a) Z(G) is {Z(G), ya(l), y,(l)). If Z(G) = Z, then the com- 
mutator subgroup of this group is ([y,(l), y,(l)]), a cyclic group of order 4 
intersecting Z in a group of order 2, (fa,b(l, 1)“) = Q;2,(Cz(~)). Thus if Z(G) = 
2, then CG(ol) s Z, 0 SL(2,7). If 1 Z(G)/ < 8, then [ ya(l), yB(l)] has order 2 
in G, whence Cz(o)(ol) is a cyclic direct factor of C,(a). 
(3) Assume first that 2 = Z(G). We form a group H = G(d), where 
1 d I = 3, d induces an outer diagonal automorphism on G/Z and ol acts on H 
and centralizes d. By Proposition 2.1, d acts nontrivially on Z. Let bars denote 
images under H -+ H/Z. Then CR(~) g PGU(3,2). Let C be the preimage in H 
of C,(a) and let T E Syl,(C). Then [T, a] C 2 and since old = dol, [T, a] is 
either 1, Q(Z) or 2. 
We argue that 1 T’ 1 = 2 and T/T’ s Zs x Zs . We note first that T’Z C Z(T). 
Thus, as T/T’Z G Z, x 2, , / T’ / = 2 and T’ n Z = (1). As (d) acts on 
T/T’, T/T’ is isomorphic either to Z, x Z, or to Z, x Z, x Z, x Z, . We may 
choose 01 so that y,(w) ya(wpl) E T. As y,(w) yB(wU1) has order 8, T/T’ z Z, x Z, . 
Now as 01 inverts ZT’/T’ = W(T/T’), CT(a) = T’Ql(Z). 
At this point we obtain all the conclusions in one stroke. First, we put H aside 
and go back to G. Let G* be any group satisfying the hypotheses of our propo- 
sition. Choose an epimorphism *: G + G*. Let R E Sylz(CGl(ol)). We may 
arrange for R C T*. Then R >_ (T*)’ g Z, and the way 01 acts on T/T’ implies 
that the image of A in (T/T’)* is the four-group of fixed points of a. If Z* has 
rank 2, then clearly R = (T*)’ x Z* g Z, x Z, x Z2. If Z* is cyclic but 
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* # (I), then 1 R CT Z* / = 2. As T*/Z* g Qs and W3 (T*)’ x (R n Z*), 
2 X z, . If z” = (l), the result is clear. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let G = 6’ satisfy O(G) = I ad. G/Z(G) g L,(4). 
Let 01 E Aut G induce arz inner automorphism of order 2 on G. Then R = C,(a) 
is a a-group containing Z = Z(G) and if S is the unique Sylom 2-subgroup of G 
then [S, a] = Q(Z). Thus CD(Z)& C US. 
(1) If Z is elementary, then R = S. Z(S) is the inverse image in S ofZ(SjZ). 
S has exactly two elementary subgroups of rank m(Z) + 4. Each is ~oyma~ in S. 
Thus SCN4(S) # o and if Z # (l), SCiVs(S) # a. 
(2) IfZzZ24 x2,, then R/ZrZ, x&. Z,(S) = Z x Yc+bG 
Z, x Z, x Z, . Thus SClv,(S) # o. 
(3) IfZ g 2, OY Z, x Z, , R is a maximal subgroup of S. Z,(S) = Z x YQTb . 
ThusifZrZ, xz,, SCN*(S) # m. 
?YOO$ First we consider the case Z g Z, x 4 . As before, we form -@ = 
G(d) with d chosen so that the actions of d and 01 on G commute. The structure 
of Aut G implies that C,-(d) E A 4 and since (d) is fixed point free on Z, C,(d)= 
A, . Choose y E C,(d)s so that gv = g” for all g E G. In the notation of Proposi- 
ay assume that y = ~~+~(l)~ Since Q(Z) = [S, yJ we get that 
Also if x ES and x2 = y (mod n x E 41. Thus y&) ~ 
t E Kx. At once, this gives a s . In Proposition 2.1, 
it was shown that Z,(S) = Z x Ya+$ _ 
Now let G* be any group satisfying our hypotheses and let *: G -+ 
epimorphism. Since [S, y] = CD(Z), we obviously get B = S if Z* is elementary 
and that R is maximal in S if Z* E Z, or Z, x Z, . Again, the statements about 
Z(S) and Z,(S) are clear. From Proposition 2.1, we know that if Z* is elementary, 
then no element of (Z*)+ is a square in S *. Thus the inverse image of every 
elementary subgroup of S*/Z* is elementary. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let G be a jinite group with Z(G) an elementary 2-group 
Z(G) _C G’ and G/Z(G) isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut L,(4) containing Inn L,(4). 
Let SE Sy&(G), SO = S n G’. 
(1) Z(S,) is elementary of rank 2 + m(Z(G)). 
(2) If S, C So of index 2, then Z(S,,) C S, . 
(3) If y E S with / S : C,( y)j < 2, then y E Z(S,). 
(4) If E is a normal elementary subgroup of S/Z(G) and m(E) >, 3, then 
Z(SJ/Z(G) C E. 
Proof. (I) is clear from 2.3. As Z(S,J C Sh ) Z(S,) C S, for any S, L SO 
of index 2. If y E S with j S : C,( y)l < 2, then y centralizes Z(S,,) by (2). 
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Also y normalizes the two elementary subgroups of S of maximum rank. Thus 
y E SO. If y $Z(S,), then y is conjugate to an element of Z(G) xy for each 
z E Z(S,J. This proves (3) and also (4), once we observe that E must be in 
So/Z(G). 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let G be a jinite group with Z(G) s 2, , Z(G) C G’ and 
G/Z(G) s L,(4). Let S, E Syl,(G). Let B = sZ,(Z,(S,,)). Then 
(1) B is elementary of order 8. 
(2) CsoW/W) ei 24 x 2, - 
(3) S, induces on B the stability group of the chain B 2 B n Z(G) > (1). 
Proof. (1) is immediate from the fact that za+, is abelian. Let Y E No(S,,) 
of order 3. Then Y is fixed point free on &,/Z(G). Now S, stabilizes the chain 
B 2 B n Z(G) 2 (1). Thus / S,, : CsO(B)I < 4. On the other hand, by Propo- 
sition 2.3 (3), / S, : Cs,(b)j = 2 for b E B - Z(G). As Y is fixed point free on 
S,,/C,O(B), / S, : CsO(B)I = 4 and (3) follows. Finally Y is fixed point free on 
Cse(B)/Z(G), a group of order 16. Thus C,o(B)/Z(G) is isomorphic either to 
El6 or to Z, x Z, . In the former case, 
C&W(G) = +a+&), x&) I t E K) 
for some c E {a, b}. But {fa+&, X) 1 h E Kx} is the full set of elements of order 2 
in the Schur multiplier of G/Z(G). Thus the inverse image of (x,+,(t), x,(t) 1 
t E K) in G does not have B in its center. Hence CJIAB)/Z(G) s Z, x Z, . 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let H = He, H, = Aut H. 
(1) The Schur multiplier of H is trivial. 
(2) j H, : H / = 2. 
(3) H has two classes of involutions with representatives x, u. 
(a) Let C = C,(x), Q = O,(C). Then Q s 21;r6 and C/Q G GL(3, 2). 
C = C’ and Z(C) = (z). 
(b) C,(u) contains a perfect subgroup, K, of index 2 with Z(K) g Zz x 
Z, and K/Z(K) g L,(4). 
(4) H,, has one class of involutions not in H. If x E I(H, - H), then C,(x) 
contains a perfect subgroup, J, of index 2 with 
Z(J) s Z, and J/Z(J) s 4 . C&4/Z(J) z S, . 
(5) Let x, C and Q be as in (3a). Let Q1 , Qz be the two normal subgroups of C 
isomorphic to El6 . Let t E I(H, - H) normalize C. Then t interchanges Q1 and 8% . 
Consequently, Cclo(t) E S, . 
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Proof. Property (3) may be found in [21]. Property (1) is proved in [17]. The 
existence of an extension H, of H which satisfies / I-r, : a / = 2 and Praperty (4) 
was established by 6. Higman and J. II. McKay [23]. 
(2) Suppose false. Then by the above there is a group G with / G : H i = 2p 
far some prime p and there exists x E I(G) with C,(x) s 3 9*, . Let z, u and C 
be as in (3). Let I/ = O&C,(u)), N = No(V). The structure of After 
implies that (g) = CN(02(N)) h as order p and meets N trivially. We may 
assume that z E O”(N). Then g centralizes a maximal subgroup of a Sylaw 2- 
subgroup of 6. If [C, g] _C Q, it follows that g centralizes C, whence g centralizes 
H$ a contradiction. Thus [C, g] $ Q and g effects a nontrivial automorphism on 
C/Q z GL(3, 2). But then / Q : Co(g)/ > 4, a contradiction. 
(5) Suppose false. Then t leaves invariant the representations of C/ 
Q/(x), i = 1,2. Thus t induces an inner automorphism of C/Q. We may choose 
s E Ct so that [C, s] _C Q. Since Q,/(z) and Qa/(z) are nonisomorphic modules 
for C/Q, we get [Q, s] C (2). By the Three Subgroups Lemma, [S, s] = 1. 
Thus C,,,,(Q) = (z, s) is normal in C(s), whence [C, s] C (x>. By the Three 
Subgroups Lemma, [C, s] = 1. As s E H,, - H, we get / s = 4 by (4). But 
then Qs contains an involution s’ such that 1 C&s’)!a = 2’, against (4). This 
proves (5). 
We now catalogue the properties of 9(G) which we shall need. 
THEOREM 2.7 (L-Balance [15, Sections 3 and 41.) Let G be a jinite grozLp, A 
and B 2-subgroups of G with [A, B] _C A n B, 1%’ a mbgroup of G normalized by A 
and J a 2-component of N,(A) with [J, B] C O(j). Then 
(1) L(C‘VW) c WV 
(2) L(C,(B)) = L(C,(A)) where K = (LA) for some Z-component L of 
NG(B). 
DEFINITION 2.8. Let A, B, j, L be as in Theorem 2.7 with 1 A : = / B : = 2, 
N = 6. We say that L corresponds to J and write J -3 L. We extend + to a 
transitive relation +-+ on 9(G). We call JE 3?(G) maximaE if and only if 
J ++ M implies J/Z*(J) g M/Z*(M). We let Z*(G) be the set of maximal 
elements of Y(G). 
TNEOREM 2.9 (Maximal 2-Component Theorem): Let JT;I Z*(G) with 
m(j) > 1 and J/O(J) $ Sp(4, q), q odd. Let t E I(C,( J)). Theta (J’ 1 JQ C CG(t)> c 
O(C,(t)) J. Moreover if m( J) > 2, then [J, Jg] g O(J) n O(Jg) for all g E 6. 
Proof. This is immediate from [28, Theorem 1.21. 
DEFINITION. Let J E 9(G) with O(J) C Z(J). Let K = C,(J). J is standard 
inGifjKnK~~isoddforallg~G-NN,(K)and[~YJ:] f(l)forallg~G. 
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LEMMA 2.10. Let j E 8(G) with o(j) c z(l). Sup$~ose that j 4 c,;(t)for d 
t E I(C,(J)) and [J, JQ] :# (1) for all g E G. Then J is standurd in G. 
Proof. Let K 7 C,(J) and suppose that g E G with / K n Kg 1 even. Let 
t E l(K n Kg). Then J (1 Co(t) and, as t E Kg, Jg 4 Cc(t). Suppose that .I + Jg. 
Then [j, J”] c J n J” C Z(J). H ence, by the 3-subgroups lemma, [J, Jg] -= 
<l>, contrary to hypothesis. Thusg E No(J) C No(K) and Jis standard in G. 
COROLLARY 2.11. Let JE P(G) with m(J) > 3. Suppose that O(J) C z(j) 
and o(<JL(c~(t))>) C Z(J)for all t E I(C,(J)). Then J is standard in G. 
proof. Clearly, by Theorem 2.9, it will suffice to prove that (Jco’“‘> = J 
for all t EI(CJJ)). By Theorem 2.9, 
(J%“‘) c (O(C,(t))])‘“’ z (JL(CG(‘))). 
By hypothesis, (JL(Q(o)) =- J, and we are done. 
THEOREM 2.12 (Aschbacher-Seitz [4]). Let G be a finite group with F*(G) 
simple having a standard component L .E He. Then m,(C,(L)) _- 1. 
THEOREM 2.13. (1) (Xah [25]), Aschbacher-Seitz [31]: Let G be a simple 
group having a standard subgroup L with t z L,(4). Then G is isomorphic to He 
or to Suzuki’s sporadic simple group or to O’hian’s simple group. 
(2) (Seitz [27]): Let G be afinitegvoup ecithF*(G) simple having a standard 
suhgroupL with& z L,(4), 1 z(L)1 odd and i C,(L)lz -I- 2. Then one ofthefolzowing 
h0Zd.y: 
(a) F*(G) .g Ls(16). 
(b) G contains a subgroup H with L(H) = L,(LJ with LJO(L,) z L,(4), 
t E I(G), L = L(C&t)) and ) G : H j odd. Also, the B-Conjecture does not 
hold in G. 
COROLLARY 2.14. Let G be a finite group in which the B-Conjecture holds. 
Suppose that O(G) =. (1) and L E 9(G) with t .g. L,(4). Suppose that a SyZow 
2-subgroup of Z(L) has 2-rank 2. Then one of the foZlou%ng holds: 
(1) L4 G. 
(2) (LG) = KKt for some K Q L(G), t E I(G) with L =.: Cm(t)‘. 
(3) There ea&ts a 2-subgroup, R, of G and M Q <1 Co(R) with L C: M and 
M g He. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.7, L !E L(G). U ‘c assume that G is a minimal counter- 
example. Then K ‘7 (LrJG)) ’ q is uasi-simple and G = (K, t) for some t E l(G) 
with L <Q C,(t). If t E Z(K), then L =- K 4 G, a contradiction. Thus, by the 
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3-subgraphs Jemma, if e = G/Z(R), then E E A?(e). By [7, CorollarJr 1.41, 
there exists a chain 
e =L,,L1 )...) L,-l,L, = R 
satisfying: 
If K G E, then L = M < G, a contradiction. Thus there is some i, 8 < i < 
n - 3, withLJZ(LJ g L_(4) andL,C~(L,.,l)/G,,(L,.,,) standard irr some subgroup 
of N&&)/C~(L,+l). It follows from Theorem 2.13 that L,.,Ul/Z(Li-,j g Lv(i 6), 
He, Suzuki’s sporadic simple group or O’Xan’s simple group. For j = 0, I jS.., n, 
let Ir/l, be the commutator subgroup of the inverse image ofL, in G and let rZ, be 
the inverse image of T$ in 6. Then by conditions (2)-(S) and the choice of i, 
Mi/.Zi E L for some .& _C 2(&Q. 3111 particular i~i~~(-~~) z L,(4) and Z(MJ 
has 2-m& 2. Thus by Theorem 2.13, M+l _s He and conclusion (3) of the 
coroliasy haids with M = MS,1 , R = I?,,1 . 
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Proof. Clearly O(G) = (1). Let t EI(G), L a 2-component of Co(t) with 
either z g He or L g L,(4), 1 Z*(L)\ even and (t, x,L) an unbalancing triple 
for some x E C,(t). By L-Balance, L CL(G). Set M = (LL(o)). Assume that M 
is not quasi-simple. Then G is a counterexample to Theorem 1.1. Since L is 
subnormal in C,(t) and projects nontrivially into each component of M/Z(M), 
it follows firstly, that t normalizes each component of M, and secondly that M 
is quasisimple, since LZ(M)/Z(M) a C,(t) Z(M)/Z(M). Thus M is quasi- 
simple and, clearly, if G is a minimal counterexample to Theorem 1.1, then 
G = (M, t). Thus in all cases, M = L(G) is quasi-simple and Z(G) C M. Let 
bars denote homomorphic images in G = G/Z(G). If G is a minimal counter- 
example to Theorem 1 .l and Z(G) # (1), then G is balanced and E E Z(G) 
with E/O&) s He. Then ME He, a contradiction. Thus we may assume G 
is a minimal counterexample to Theorem 1.2 and there exists an unbalancing 
triple (a, X, J) in G satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 2.15. Moreover, as G 
is not a counterexample to Theorem 1.1, JE B*(G). Now J C M. As J # M 
and JE 9*(G), Z(M) = (1). Thus M is simple and if Z*(J) = O(J), then 
(2) holds with L = J. 
Hence we may assume that 1 Z*(J)] is even and G # M. Then M is balanced. 
Thus O(J) = (1) = O((LL(C~(t)))) for all t E~(C,(J)). Hence J is standard in 
the simple group M and Aut M is unbalanced. 
As G is a counterexample to the U-Conjecture, M + He. Thus by Theorem 
2.13, 1 Z(J)] is odd and G contains a subgroup H with L(H) = JIJz , JJO(JJ E 
L,(4), J = L(CL&t)) and / G : H I odd. Let S E Syl,(H n IM). Then 1 S 1 < 216 
because G f M. Let Si = S n Jz, Zi = Z(SJ. Let z, EI(&), L = 
{L(C,2(z1))L(Co(zl))). As M is a balanced group, Theorem 2.13 implies that L is 
isomorphic to L,(4), L3( 16) or Suz or L = LILz with L,/Z(L,) s L,(4). Now S, 
normalizes L. Assume that L + L,(4). Then 1 L I > 212, in which case j S I < 2r6 
implies that 1 Csl(L)I < 24. As S, centralizes Jz n L and / S, : C,JL)I 3 4, 
L z Suz. But then IL / = 213 and 1 C,l(L)I = 26, a contradictron. Thus 
L = L(CJ2(a,)) z L,(4). It follows that L 4 CIM(tl) for all ti EI(&). Thus L is 
standard in the balanced group M. By Theorem 2.13, M is isomorphic to 
L&6) or SW. But then Aut ,!V is a balanced group, contrary to hypothesis. 
This proves that G = M, a simple group. 
COROLLARY 2.17. Let G be a minimal counterexample to Theorem 1.2. Suppose 
Theorem 1 .l is valid for G. Then G is simple and if (a, x, J) is an unbalancing triple 
in G with J” E L,(4), then J E Z*(G) and G = (G’, a). 
Proof. This is immediate from Theorem 2.15 and Proposition 2.16. 
We now collect some results on transfer and fusion. 
LEMMA 2.18 (Up-and-Down Fusion). Let G be a jinite group, MC G, 
S E S&(M), a, b E S with a an M-extremal G-conjugate of b in S. 
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(i) Suppose SE Syl,(C,(a)) and aG n S = {a) U bS. Then joy sum 
b’ ~5 bS, there exists g e N,(C,(b’)) with (b’)g = a. 
(ii) Sup$ose that SE Syl,(M) with m&S) > 3, and that, whenever E, 
Es are two eights-groups in M, g E M. Then S E Syl,(G) and ~~~(~s(b~) 2 3, then 
beams 
(iii) Suppose SE SyI,(G) and J 4 M. Let W = S n J and 2’ = 
Ql(R n Z*(J)) C C,(b). Suppose that if E and Es are two ebnzentary eights- 
subgroups of R containing 2, then g E M. Then, ;f m,(C,(b)) > 3, b E Amy 
PYOQ~. Suppose that S # Syl,(G) and let S < T E Syl,(G). Let r E iv,(S) - S 
with 9 E S. In (i), set b’ = ar. Then S = C,(b’) and (b’)’ = a. Thus (i) holds 
in this case. Suppose we are in case (ii). Then if E is an eights-group in S, so is 
E*. Thus (S, r> is a 2-subgroup of M, a contradiction. Thus we may assume in 
all cases tbat S E Syl,(G). 
By Up-and-Down Fusion [El, there exist chains of elements of S, 
b = b, , b, , b, ,~.~, bn = a, 
subgroups, Hi , Hz ,..., H, of S and elements gi of N,(HJ, i = 1, 2 ,..., n, with 
b& = bi and C~(b+,) C Hi . Choose such a chain of minimal length. 
(i) Since aG n S = {a> u bS, b,-, E bs. Set b’ = b,_, , g = g, . Since 
.Hnml C S and a E Z(S), we get b’ E Z(Hnel). As C,(b’) _C H,_, , C,(b’) == lYndl I 
(iii) Suppose rn,(Hi n J) 3 3 and Z C H, . If g E PJ&E& n J), then g 
permutes the elementary subgroups of Hi n J of any given rank. By our hypo- 
thesis, g E M. As C,(b) _C HI ) we get 
Also Z C HI . Thus g, E M. Now C,(b)% G C,(b,). So, &R(b)% C C,,,(b,) n 8,. 
As R% n S _C J CT S = R, since J d M, we get C,(b)% _C C,(b,). Tlrus Z $ 
CR(bl) and mz(CR(bl)) > 3. Hence g, E M, and we may repeat the argument to 
getgi E M for all i. So, b E a”. 
Part (ii) may be proved in the same way as part (iii). 
LEMMA 2.19 (Goldschmidt [ll]). Let G be a Jinite group, SE Sy!,(G), 
a E I(S). Then either a has an extremal G-coqkgate in every ~a~~~a~ subgroup oj S 
08~ a $ 02(G). 
THEOREM 2.20. Let G be aJinite group with F*(G) simple. 
(1) (Goldschmidt [12]): Suppose that A is a stroltgly closed 2-subgyo~~ oJ’ G,. 
Then C,(A) is solvable. 
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(2) (Holt [24]): Suppuse that G acts transitively on u set X and t EI(G) 
with I G : C,(t)1 odd,$xing exactly one point of X. Then L(C,(t)) =- (1). 
Wc now discuss the C:-Conjecture and the context of this paper. Major work 
of Gorcnstein-Harada [13], Gorenstein-Walter [15], Aschbacher [2] and others 
proves the following result. 
‘~IIEOKEM 2.21. Let G be a finite unbalanced group with F(G) quasi-simple. 
Suppose that there is no unbalancirg J E P’(G). Then F*(G)/Z(F”(G)) is isomorphic 
to A, , L,(4), or L,(q) for some odd q. 
Proof. By the above cited results. G has a sectional 2-rank at most 4, whence 
G is known by [13]. If F”(G)/Z(F*(G)) IS a simple Chcvallcy group of odd 
characteristic, then by Proposition A of [5], either there is an unbalancing 
J E P’(G) orF”(G)/Z(F*(G)) N L2(q) f or some odd q. The remaining unbalanced 
groups of sectional 2-rank at most 4 have F*(G):‘Z(P(G) isomorphic to A,, 
A,, f,, or L,;(4). If F”(G)/Z(P(G)) is isomorphic to A, or A,, , then G has an 
unbalancing J E Y(G) with J/Z(J) z A, . Thus the result holds. 
Thus if G is a minimal countcrexamplc to the L’-conjecture, then G contains 
an unbalancing J E L&‘(G). Moreover, N,(J) is an unbalanced group, whence by 
minimal choice of G, J/Z”(J) is isomorphic to one of the groups listed in the 
conclusion of the (i-Conjecture. The next result eliminates most of these cases. 
‘~EOREM 2.22 (Aschbacher [3], Thompson, Burgoyne [5], Solomon [29, 301, 
Foote [8], Gorenstcin-Harada [13], II arris [18], Harris-Solomon [20], Gilman- 
Solomon [9]). Let G be a minimal counte-rexample to the U-Conjecture. Let J be 
an unbalancing 2-component in G. Then one of the followin,o holds: 
(1) J:W) = WI) f or some odd q 3 49 and a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
C,( J/0( J)) is cyclic. 
(2) J/O(J) E, L,(q) for some q E (5, 7) and J +-b L E P*(G) with t G 
h(4) and (b, y, 1,) an unbalancing triple in G for some (b, y). 
(3) j z ~~(4). 
(4) j E He and J E A?+(G). 
(5) J/O(J) g A, and J -+-+ L E TX(G) with t E. He. doreozw for all 
ti E f(C,( J)) and all 4-subgroups E of N,( J) n C,(U), 
Proof. The results enumerated above eliminate all possibilities for J except 
those listed above and the following: 
(6) J/Z*(J) is a Chevalley group over GF(7) and G contains another 
unbalancing triple (6, y, K) with K/Z’(K) E L,(4), b E Z(K), (b, y> c S E 
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SyI,(No(K)), 2 = S n Z*(K) E Z, x 2, and v E C,((b, y)) induces a field 
automorphism on I?. We shall eliminate this configuration and thereby prove 
Theorem 2.22. 
First we argue that bG n C,(R) C 2. Suppose on the contrary that bQ E 
Cs(R) - Z. By Theorem 2.15, both IP and (E(CK(bg))L(c@B))) = K* are 
maximal in G. As &’ E Z(KQ) but bg 6 Z(K*), Kg and K* are distinct 2-com- 
ponents of C,(bg). This violates Theorem 2.9. 
As C,(V) is cyclic, Qr(Z(S)) n Z = (b). As Z(S) _C C,(R), we have shown 
that bc n Z(S) = (6). Thus SE Syl,(G). Suppose that ZP is an extremal G- 
conjugate of v in S with vg $ vQ(~) and C,(u)g Z S. Then bg E S - C,(a). Let 
(x1) = Cz(v), b, = bg, z,, = zIQ, T = C,(v)S and let bars denote images in 3 = 
S/C,(R). Then 6s + 1 implies that j ,Q j = 4 and 1 T j > 25. Let &, = s n 
If r is an involution of T not in & , then j T 1 > 25 implies that Y induces a field 
or unitary automorphism on i% Then (6,) _C Z(T) implies T fi ,.!$ = {&,) and 
so j T / < 24, a contradiction. Therefore &n,(T) _C SO I whence Cs,(u) s 
2, 0 Qs implies that / T n 3, / 3 25. Again, (6,) _C Z(T n &) and Corollary 
2.4(3) are in conflict. Thus, by Lemma 2.19, v 6 02(G). But G is simple by 
Proposition 2.15, and we are done. 
Finally we discuss the 2-balanced functor and its relevance to this paper. 
LEMMA 2.23. Let PI _C G _C Aut H with H isomorphic to L&4), He OY L,(q) 
JOY some odd q. If G is not %-balanced, then H gg L,(q) for some odd p 3 27. 
Proof. If M is isomorphic to L,(4) or He and t EI(G) with O(C,(t)) f (I), 
then t is in a unique non-trivial coset of H in 6. Thus if A is a &subgroup of G 
with f (I), then H E L,(q). Also every involution of A induces an inner 
or diagonal automorphism on H. If q < 27, then M = @‘(Au 
may assume that G = HA. But then C,(a) is dihedral for each 
WA = (1) in this case as well. 
The work of Gilman-Solomon [9] shows that if is a minimal counterexample 
to the U-Conjecture with unbalancing triple (a, J), J/O(j-) EL,(P), q > 9, 
then G has a maximal 2-component K with K/O(K) e L,(q,) for some ql >, 9. 
Foote has then shown in [8] that m,(C,(I’=)) = 1~ The independent classi 
problem of handling the case ms(Cc(&?)) = 1 has been undertaken by M. 
As this problem is unaffected by our considerations, it is convenient for us to 
ignore such unbalancing components. Then Theorem 2.22 and Lemna 2.23 
justify our hypothesis of local 2-balance, The significance of this hypothesis 
for us rests in the following theorem and it consequences. 
THEOREM 2.24 (Signalizer Functor Theorem of ~orenste~~-~o~dsc~midt 
[IS]). Let A be an elementary 2-subgroup of G with m(A) > 4. Tkez I WA / is odd. 
DEFINITION 2.25. Let A, B be abelian 2-groups in G and R > 2 an integer. 
We say that A and B are k-connected if there exists a sequence A = 
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A, =- B such that each Ai is an abelian 2-group of rank at least k and [Ai , 
Ai+J = 1 for i == 1, 2,..., n - 1. If S is a 2-subgroup of G with VZ(S) > 3, we 
note that S is 3-connected if -4 and B are 3-connected for any two eights-subgroups 
A and B of S. 
COROLLARY 2.26 (Gorenstein-Walter [15]). Let A be an elementary 2- 
subgroup of G with m(A) > 4. Let E and E, be ahelian 2-subgroups of G which are 
3-connected to A. Let M :- -Vo(W,,). Then 
(1) w, I= wp, :.= LI/14 
(2) If E1 == Ee, then g E M. 
(3) If SE Syl,(M) is 3- connected, then. S E Syl,(G) and zf a, b E S with a 
an extremal G-conjugate of b and m(Cs(b)) > 3, then b E a”. 
Proof. (1) and (3) are in El.51. (3) follows from 2 and Lemma 2.18(ii). We 
remark that even if a Sylow 2-subgroup of M is not 3-connected, we can use 
Lemma 2.18 (iii) to obtain information about G-fusion of involutions in M. 
We conclude this section with some useful Icmmas about balance and con- 
nectivity. 
LEMMA 2.27. Let G be a$nite group and let S and T be non-trivial commuting 
elementary abelian 2-subgroups of G. Let D - 0(&(S)) n Co(T), Let T be a 
2-component of Co(T). Then 
(1) [O,,,,(C#‘)), D] C O(C,(T)); [O,(C,(T)>, DJ L= I. 
(2) D normalizes L. 
(3) If [L, D] g O(L), then S, == S (7 N,(L) -# 1 and L = O(L)[L, D] - 
O(L)% SLI. 
(4) If D $ O(Co(T)), then [M, D] !& 0(&l) for some 2-component, ,M, of 
CdI’). 
Proof. See [28, Lemma 2.51. 
LEMMA 2.28. Let G be a Jinite group with F’(G) simple, all of whose proper 
sections atisfy the U-Conjecture. Let L be a 2-component of Co(t) for some t E I(G). 
Let E be an elementary 2-subgroup of Co(L) n Co(t) with m(E) > 2 and W, = (1). 
Suppose that either E C Co(L) or m(E) > 3. Then O(L) C Z(L). 
Proof. Let X = O(L). F or a subset F of E, let L, = L(C,(F)), X, = C,(F), 
Y, := [X, , Lr]. Then X, c X, and L, C: I,, , whence 
for all e EF+‘. If Ma is a product of two 2-components of Cc(e), then clearly 
Y, C O(M,). If M, is a single 2-component, then as L, is a 2-component of 
~~~~) and 34, < G, Y, _C 0(&f,) again. Thus in ail cases, YF C fleeFir- O(C,(e)). 
Hence if m(F) > 2, then YF -= 1. Now if E _C C,(L), then I = FE = IX, i E,] := 
[X, 4. so x _c Z(L), as desired. Suppose that .m(E) 3 3. Then IX,, L&j C 
YF = I, for all F Z E with I@‘) > 2. Now 
Thus [X, I&] = 1. Then C,(X) 9 L and L = X@,(X). Thus CL(X) 1 
02’(L) = i=, as desired. 
~~~A 2.29. ff S is a 2-grolcp with ~C~~(~) # flI the% S is 3-co~~ec~e~~ 
Proof. Let E be a normal elementary subgroup of S of rank at Ieast 5. It is 
enough to show that if A is an eights-subgroup of S, then A i.s 3-connected to E. 
Let 1 C A, C A, C A be a strictly increasing chain of subgroups of A. Let Ei =: 
C,(A,), E2 = C,(A). Then E, # (I>, nz(E,) 2 2 and ~~~~~ 2 3, Then ,4. 
(A, I E,), <A, i I$), E, , E is a chain which 3-connects A to E 
3. THE HELD GROUP CASE 
~rougbout this section G will be a minimal ~o~~terexarnp~e to Theorem 1.1. 
We fix L E P+(G) with .i? r He. Let SE Sy~~(~~(~)~, P = S n C,(E) 
and t E &Z(S) n C,(L)). A s a consequence of Theorem 2.9, .L is a 2-component 
of Co(t). By Proposition 2.16, G = (G’, t> with 6’ simple. 
BEAK 3.1. The Sybw 2-~~~~0~~~ of He and Aut He are 3-~~~~c~~~= 
Proof. Let H = He and W, = Aut He. We may assume E& 3 Hd So 
j NO : .N j = 2 by Proposition 2.6(Z). Take T E Syl,(M) and let T C I?‘~ E Syl,(Fd,). 
Let (z) = Z(T) s Z, , C = C,(x), Q = Q,(C) g 2:+6. 
Fisst, we take A g Es, A C To , A f$ T and show that A is s-connected to 
some P C T, E g Es. Let Es s B ,L Q. We may assume a E A n 
a E A - Se By Proposition 2.6(5), Ceia(a) s S, and &r” = Qz 
are the normal subgroups of C isomorphic to Ep6. TFhus 
D = CB&a) G E8. Now take a, E (A n T) - (z). Then j C 
A is 3-connected to E = (A n T, C,(a,)> which is in !I’, as required. 
NalvietA,B~EE,,ACTandB_C(2,B4S.~emayassumeAnBr> 
{s). Let $& ) Q2 be as above with B C QI . Suppose i A n Q j > 4. For kit E 
(A n 9) - (a>? ) Cal(a)/ 2 8. Thus, j Co&A)~ > 4 and A is Z&connected to B. 
NowassumeA~~=(~).LLeta~A-{(n),~he~D=([~~,~~r~~222~],x)~ 
E8. Thus j C,(A)/ > 4 and A is 3-connected to (C,(A), a>, which by our 
previous argument is 3-connected to 13. Thus A is 3-comxected to B in all cases. 
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COROLLARY 3.2. W,, :: (1) for ezery 4-subgroup A of AT,(L). 
Proof. It follows trivially from Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 2.26 that WA = WB 
for every g-subgroup A of S. Then if M = No(WA), we have Arc(B) C N for 
every 8-subgroup B of S. By Proposition 2.l(iv) and the fact that C,(L) 7~ 1, 
L = (N,(B) ! B C S, B an g-group) C N. If N :- G, then as W, = (1) for 
every 4-subgroup B, of B, the Corollary follows from Sylow’s ‘Theorem. 
We shall derive a contradiction from the assumption that N < G. As G is a 
minimal counterexample to Theorem 1 .l , induction and Theorem 2.9 yield 
Thus N = O(N) Nc(L) and S E Syl,(N). r\’ ow nts(Ct(s)) 3 3 for all s E I(Aut e). 
Thus m,(C,(s)) 2 3 for all s c-’ IV with s” 3 P. Thus, by Corollary 2.26(iii), 
SE Syl,(G) and if s, sg E S with s2 E P and (~0)~ E P, then B E N. Thus P is 
strongly closed in G, but Cc(P)(m) 1 L(C,(P)) -/ (l), violating Theorem 2.20(l). 
I,EM~M 3.3. L is standard in G. 
Proof. By Corollary 2.11, it suffices to prove that O(L) = (I) and that 
O((LcCct)j) := (1) for all t EI(C,(L)). 
Let U be a 4-subgroup of S n L with & := L(C,( U))/Z*(L(C,( U)) s L,(4). 
Let u E U* and let K = (L(C,(u))L(c~;(u))). Hypothesis 1 of Theorem 1.1 
permits us to apply Corollary 2.14 in K to conclude that K/Z*(K) is isomorphic 
either to L,(4) or to L,(4) x L,(4). In particular, U C Z*(L(C,(u))). Let K1 be a 
2-component of K. If K1 = K, then U x P C C,(R’,). If K = KIKlt, then let 
2, E Sy12(Z:s(K) n N,(S n C,(t))). Th en nra(Zi) = 4 and Z1 is 3-connected 
to Sn C,(t). Thus by Lemmas 3.2 and 2.28, O(K) Z Z(K) and U G 
Z(E(C,(u))) C O,(C,(u)). Thus we have [U, C OCL)(41 c O,(CG(4) n O(L) - 
(1). Then C&u) z= (C,,,(u,) / ur c- U#) -= O(L). Hence O(L) C Z(L) = 
Cl). 
As the same argument applies to (Lccct)) for any t cI(C,(L)), the proof is 
complete. 
COROLLARY 3.4. m,(P) = 1. 
Proof. This is immediate from Theorem 2.12 and Lemma 3.3. 
We now fix a 4-subgroup U of S n L with L(C,(U))/U z L,(4) and we fix 
u E U*. Let t E I(P) and K = L(C,( U)). 
LEMMA 3.5. K 4 C,(u) and K is the unique normal subgroup in C,(u) of 
its isomorphtim type. 
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ProoJ. We consider first li=* = (KL(cG(U))). 
Z(K*). We argue that K* = K. So, assume K* 
of Theorem 1.1, we may apply Corollary 2.14 to R” and conclude that K* = 
K,Klt with KJZ(K,) g K/Z(K) and m,(Z(K*)) = 4. Also .Z(K*) is 3-connected 
to every eights group in S n K. Thus if zr EI(Z(K*)), then by Lemma 2.28, 
L(C,(v)) = E(C,(u)) and if Kl < E(C,(v)), then (Kf(c~cD))) = L, E He. Now 
the proofs of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 apply to prove that L, is standard in G. But 
livls(Co(Lr)) > 2, violating Theorem 2.12. Thus K* g E(C,(V)) for each 
v eI(Z(K*)). As E(C,( U)) = K,E(C,(K,)), we have for w EI(C,JKJ) that 
m,(Cz(,(,G(a~~~(w)) 3 3. We conclude first, using Corollary 2.14, that 
($$(cG(u’))) = O((Kf’cG’““))K, and, second, using Lemma 2.28, that 
((Kf(c~(7c)))) _C Z((K~(c~(w)))). Thus Kl (I L(CG(w)) for all ZJ E ~(C~(~~)~~ 
ence, KI E Z*(G). But K,K, = K,K, , violating Theorem 2.9. Thus K* = X, 
Now U x P C C,(K). Ag ain, using Lemma 2.28 and Corollary 2.14, we deduce 
that K < E(C,(u)). 
NOW U x PE Syl,(C,((t) x K)). Thus Kg C,(U). The last statement 
follows for the same reasons. 
LEMIU 3.6. If v EI(L) and Kl a C,(v) with Xi gg K, then G E uL. 
Prooj. Suppose that zj EI(L), v $ uL and Kl 4 C,(u) with Kl g K. Let 
H = C,(v). Then H = Hcrn) 2 K,C,(K,). If Ho a H and HO + H, then 
Ho _C O,(H). AS (uL n H) g O,(H), (uL n H) = H. AS {uL> n C,(Kl> = 0, 
/ C,(KJ = 2 and H/C,(K,) is embedded in K, which is impossible. 
COROLLARY 3.7. c,(U) c N&A). 
Prooj. By Lemma 3.6, uG 17 L = uL. For ur E uL, let K(u,) be the normal 
subgroup of C,(q) isomorphic to K. Let V = (V c K j V E Z, x 
V n Z(K) = (u)). By the known fusion in L, / uL n V j = 2 for all V E $/. 
Take V E -Y- and let u1 E uL n (Y - (u)). Then K(q) _C L but 4((q) g N,(K). 
Thus (K(w) 1 u: E <u, ur)#> = (K(u), K(u,)) = L for ah (ur ) U) E V with 
u, E uL. As Kg &(a), C,(u) p ermutes the members of -Y” Hence C,(u) 
normalizes L. 
We can now complete the proof of Theorem 1.1. y d;fauberman’s Z*- 
Theorem, there exist tr E (tG n N,(L)) - {t}. By the properties of Aut 
tl E Cc(ul) for some u1 E uL. L, = E(C,(t,)). The structure of CG(u) implies 
that CLI(uI) s K or an extension of Zs by S, . Since Co(u,) _C N,(L), tl cen- 
tralizes CL.(ul) r K, whence Cc((~r , t,}) = C,(~lr) _C Cc(tI). More precisely, 
t, E t(ur> and tl # t, so that t, = tu, . Th’ IS argument proves that if tI centralizes 
uI E ui, then tr = tu, . But this is clearly false, since {ur> + uL n C,(u,) C C,(tl>. 
This contradiction proves that G does not exist and completes the proof of 
Theorem 1.1. 
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4. THE Z-BALANCED FUNCTOR 
Throughout this section and the following section, G will be a minimal 
counterexample to Theorem 1.2. By Lemma 2.23 and Theorem 1 .l, there is no 
L E 9(G) with J? s He. Thus by Theorem 2.22, if (b, y, K) is an unbalancing 
triple in G then one of the following holds: 
(1) fww) EG L,(q) f or some odd q >, 49 and C,(K/O(K)) has a cyclic 
Sylow 2-subgroup. 
(2) KY+-+ JE Z*(G) with jr L,(4) and (a, c, J) is an unbalancing 
triple in G for some (a, x). 
If (1) holds, then we are done. Thus we shall assume that (1) does not hold. 
Then every unbalancing 2-component K has a isomorphic to L,(5), L,(7), or 
L,(4). In particular, by Lemma 2.23, G is locally 2-balanced. Moreover, since G 
is a counterexample to Theorem 1.2, there exist unbalancing triples (a, X, J) 
with J” s L,(4). We fix one such. By Corollary 2.17, G is simple and J E B*(G). 
We fix S s SY~~(~G(.J)) with (a, x) C S and set 2 = S r\ Z*(j). Our aim in 
this section will be to prove the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. W, = 1 for all A C JC,(j) with A g Es , 
Thus for the remainder of this section we shall assume that W, # 1 for some 
A Z JC,(j) with A z E, . We fix this A and IV” for the remainder of the argu- 
ment and we set M = N,JW,) < G. 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose that 2 # (1) and m(C,(x)) = 3. Then uG n S # 
(a} U 29. 
Proof. Suppose that ac n S = (a} u xs. Then Z(S) n & = B implies 
that S E Syl,(G). By Lemma 2.16, we may assume that xg = a for someg E N,(H) 
for some C,(X) C H C S. As a E Z(H), H = C,(X). We claim that m(Z(H)) = 3. 
Since m(H) = 3, 2 is cyclic, by Proposition 2.2(3), and C,,,(X) = {a, y) 4 H, 
1 y 1 = 4, ( y) n 2 = 1 by Proposition 2.2(3). Thus @((a, y)) = ( ys) 2 
@(Z(H)), which implies that (a, X, y?> = !&(2(H)). Now xs n (a, X, y”) = 
(a, y”)x. Thus &‘G(~) = {a> u (a, y”)x. But N,(N)/C,((a, x, y”)) is isomorphic 
to a subgroup of GL(3,2) and 5 Y / GL(3,2)/, a contradiction. 
LEMMA 4.3. Sn JC(J”) ’ as not 3-connected. In particular, exp .Z = 4. 
Proof. Suppose S n JC(j”) is 3-connected. In particular, VZ~(/C’(~)) 2 4. 
Recall that M = NG( W,) < G. Then N,(B) 2 M for all abelian 2-subgroups B 
of /C(J) of rank at least 3 and M controls G-fusion of such subgroups. So 
N(J) C M. By induction (j~)/O((j”)) z J/O(J) or F*(M/O(M)) r He. As 
(a, x, J) C M, M/O(M) s Aut He in the latter case. 
suppose that ~~~~Q(~~) g Aut He. Let s c 2-E syla(~~)~ By Lemma 3.‘; * 
T is konnected. So, T E Syl,(Gf. By Coroilary 2.267 M controfs G-f&on in a. 
But then I G : g;l ] is even, contrary to Proposition 2.16. 
We now have K = O(M)] -g M. Then SE ~yI~(~) and Its, = S n ;rc=l(J) = 
S (7 KC(R). By Lemma 2.18 and Corollary 2.26, M controls G-fusion in S, and 
SE Syl,(G). Also C,(a) C M. Suppose that aG n Ef = a”. Therm a fixes anly 
the point M in the transitive representation of G on the right cosets of &A Thus 
M satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 2.20(2). But J is a 2-component of cAbi( 
a contradiction. Thus M =c: G. But this contradicts the simplicity of G’, 
Thus aG n M f Amy We let x1 E (aG - a”) n S. By Lemma 2,18 and the 
first paragraph of this proof, m(C,l(X1)) f 2. Then by Proposition 2.2, one of 
the following holds: 
(1) : Z = 16 and x, induces a &Id automorphism on J. 
(2) Z is cydic and sl induces a unitary automo~~hism on j, 
In either case, we may find h E G - 3f with (zp = a, C,&Q” c SW In case 1, 
a E ~(C~(~~)~. Thus ah e Q(S) - {a) C S, - (a). But then h E 134, a ~o~tradi~tio~. 
Thus Case 2 holds. Now nr,(C,((a, x1>)) = 3 and x1 $ @(C&(a, x1>)). Thus by 
Propositions 2.2 and 2.3, a .in,duces a unitary automorphism on s, where ,T1 I= 
Jh-’ 4 GL.(xl). In particular, a is not a square in C,(x,). Thus (a> E SyI,(67,(.x,) n 
Cs(R)). If Z = (I), then C,(x,) = (a, x, , Q) where ,O C Jr, Q * Q8 I Let 
(x) = Z(Q). Then x E CJ,(a) and Jl/O(J1) g L*(4). Thus a w a~ in NG(j”l), 
But ax $ a’<> a contradiction. Thus a E Z and aM n S, = (a>. As every element 
of (a” n S) - (a> induces a unitary automorphism on R, we may repeat the 
argument of Lemma 4.2 to obtain sa contradiction. 
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Proof. Suppose that some a” E CM1(&. Let J,, = L(C$Jag)). Then JOg-l C 
L(C,(a)). Since J is maximal in G, Theorem 2.9 implies that Ji-’ C J. We may 
assume that as E S. Hence S A J _C J,, and so (S n J)g-’ = (S n J)” for some 
m E J C n/r, . Since mg E Nn(S A J) C Ml , we get g E n/r, as required. 
LEMMA 4.6. Z is cyclic of order 4. 
Proof. We shall assume that nz(Z) = 2 and work for a contradiction. 
We claim that if E C JC(g) with E z Es, then W, # 1. Since m(2) = 2, 
if E, F C J with E g F s Es , then E is 3-connected to a conjugate of F in J. 
Thus it s&ices to show that A! is ?-connected to some eights group in J. First 
we consider the case that i A n 2 j = 4. Let uv E A\& / up0 1 = 2, zl E J, 
e, E C(J). Then A is connected to {A n 2, ul> where u, E Zzl, j U, 1 = 2. In case 
1 A n 2 1 < 2, A is 3-connected to some A, C Ql(Z)A with / A, n 2 / = 4. 
The claim follows. 
Let B and C be as in Lemma 4.4. Set W := l/v, = W, = W;, . Then M = 
am. By Corollary 2.26 and Lemma 4.4, J _C ,M. Since W -f 1, M < G. 
Since i?J is unbalanced, we “know” Mi = (JM) by induction, i.e. llir, = 
O(Mi) J or MJO(M1) g He. But M,/O(JlJi) $ He, since otherwise exp 2 = 2, 
against Lemma 4.3. So Ml == O(Mi)J 4 M. 
Again, any two eights-groups in J containing Q,(Z) are conjugate. In particular, 
for any such eights group E, W = W, and if g E G satisfies Es C J, theng E M = 
Gus. Now if we show that Jo = C,(Z) a N&Z), we will get N&Z) _C M. 
We proceed to do this. Now J 4 C,(a) implies that J0 = C,(Z) 4 C,(Z). 
Assume that Jo $ NG(Z) and take K E NG(Z) with Jo” # Jo . Then 
Since SCN&(S n Jo) # M , it follows that S~N~(<~~(z)} n S) # o, which 
contradicts Lemmas 2.29 and 4.3. Therefore Jo g N&Z) 2 M. 
Again, Lemma 4.3 implies that exp 2 = 4, whence Z(S) n J = Z. Also, 
C = !&(Za(S n J)), so that No(S n J) C No(C) C M. By Lemma 4.5 and the 
fact that Z(S) _C C,(j,), we get No(S) C M and SE Syl,(G). 
By Lemma 2.1 S&i), we get that if b E S, b -G a and mz(C,,,(b)) >, 3, then 
b wiM a. Take b E (S n a”) - Z. Then ~~(C~~~~~)) < 2, whence b induces a field 
automorphism and 2 g Z, x 26, . Take g E G with C,(b)@ C S and bg = a. Then 
a E @(C,(b)) implies that ag E @(S) _C (S n J) C,(J),, so that m,(CsnJ(ag)) > 3. 
But then g E M, a contradiction. Thus S 17 uG C Z, whence (a” n S) is a 
strongly closed abelian subgroup of S (lying in 2). This contradicts Theorem 
2.20(l). The proof is complete. 
LEMMA 4.7. C&j is cyclic md Ql(S n J> C,(p) C S n J. 
Proof, By Lemma 4.6, 2 g Z, . We assume that nz,(Cs(J”)) 2 2 and obtain 
a contradiction to Lemma 4.3. 
Let A,, _C S n j be an eights group with a E A, and ~4~~~ = Z(S R j/Z>, 
Take an eights group 3 + A, in S, = (S TZ J) C,(J). ~ss~rne that B and A, 
are not connected and that B $ J. We shall derive a ~ontrad~~~o~, 
We have 1 B r? J j < 4 and we may assume that a E B. Since A, and B induce 
commuting elementary abelian groups of automorphisms in J, we may take 
ELSnJwithZA,CE, E/ZgE,, and [E, B] C Z. Since [Z, .&‘I := 1 and 
since every b E B inverts each [c, b] for c E E, we get [E? B] C (a). We have 
E~D,OD,~Z,. 
We claim that / C,(A,)j = 2. Suppose false and let B, = CB(A,> > (LL). 
Also A, = C,O(B) has index 2 in A,, and, as A0 and B are not connected, A#, 
cannot be an eights group. So A, = El is a four-group. Take WI E -A,, 
zt E s n _I, v E C,(J). S‘ mce / uz’ / = 2 and 9 E (a), we get v2 E {a). Thus there 
is an involution zll E Zv and (A, , z;} is connected to both B and A, ) a contradic- 
tion. So, ! Ca(A)/ = 2. 
Now, we have A$ g Ds 0 Ds . Since (~~~~ = (a), i CEB 
Z3. Since C~~(A~~~lZ s Ez7 , 1 < P < 2, we get C, 
xZ,,Z, xZ, XZzorZq~Ds.Tf I any one of these possibilities were 
to hold, we could connect 23 to some eights group 
against the previous paragraph. So, we have proven that 
with / Cfj(A)j > 4, 
!z J. 
If possible, take some y trl: Cs(]) - 2 with / y / = 2. Then B is connected to 
(B, , y), where B, is a hyperplane of B, whence B and A, are connected, a 
contradiction. So no such y exists, whence m,(C&)) = 1, 
Since C,(J) acts trivially on Z, C;.(J) . is not quaternion, hence is cyclic. The 
last statement in our Theorem follows from the fact that a generator for Z has 
no square root in S n J. Our proof is now complete. 
We can now complete the proof of Proposition 4.1. 
P~ooj of ~~o~o~i~~o~ 4.1. By Lemma 4.7, Z G Z, and Cs(j) is cyclic. Also 
S n J contams every involution of (S n J) C,(J). Since Cz(x) = <a), Z(S) = 
<a>, whence S E Syl,(G). 
We claim that aG n S n j $ (a>. Assume false. y the Z*-Theoarem and 
Lemma 2.38, we may take h E (aG n S) - {a> and g ~G(C~(b)) with bg = a. 
Let X = C,(b). As b f: @p(X), a $ Q(X). If b induces a field or unjtary automor- 
S&(2(X)) = (b) x Z, where Z, = .Qr(Z(X)) n J, j Zr, / = 4 
ut then 1 aNG(x) j = 5 and we have a contradiction as in Lemma 
4.2. Thus Z, induces a graph automorphism on 1 and Q,(Z(X)) = (b) )< Zr with 
Z, = Q&Z(X)) n J, / Z, / =: 8 and bs 2 bZ, . Then ~ aNccX) / = 32. But 
3 j j NG(X) n C,(a)/C,(X)i. SO, 33 j j NG(X)pG(X)j. But NG(X)/CG(X) is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of GL(4,2) and 33 f / GL(4,2)!, a ~o~~~a~i~~~o~* 
The claim follows. 
Take B C S n J with B z Es, j B n Z j = 2 and BZ/:ia = Z(S n j/Z). 
By Corollary 2.5, S n J induces on B the stability group of the chain. B 3 B n 
23 1. Also, S, = Cs&B) satisfies S, 1 Z and SO/Z g Z?Z& x 
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B C @(S,J and B# C ac. We now claim that N,(B) n C,(b) induces the stability 
group of the chain B 3 <b) 3 1 for all b E B#. Namely, let T = C,(B) and let 
g E G satisfy 69 = a and Tg _C 5’. Then Bg _C @(Tg) C Q(S), so that Bg induces a 
group of inner automorphisms on J. By Lemma 4.7, BQ n C,(J) = {a). The 
claim follows. Therefore, N,(B)/&(B) z GL(3,2). By considering the action 
of a 7-element on C,(B) E SyI,(C,(B)), we get 2 = C,(j) and C,(B) = C,,,(B) 
or C@) = CW(BKC>~ where c induces a graph automorphism on J and 
lc] =2. 
Let L = N,(T). Then L/O(L)T s GL(3,2). Since SE Syl,(L) and c 6 Q(S), 
we get T = Tl(c>, where Tl is invariant under a Hall 2’-subgroup of L. The 
structure of the indecomposable Fs[GL(3,2)] -modules and the fact that c $ @(S) 
imply that c #L’ and that Tl a L. So, L = L,(c), where L, = L’ * O(L) and 
Tl C L, . If T; # 1, the action of a 7-element on Tr implies that Tl is isomorphic 
to a Sylow 2-group of Sz(8) [22]. H owever, then Aut Tl does not involve 
GL(3,2), contradiction. Therefore Tl E 2, x Z, x Z4 . Now set F = CLl(a), 
R, = O,,,,(F), and take R E Syl,(R,J. Take a 3-element h E N,(R) with R = 
[R, h]. The structure of Jimplies that R = S n J. Since aL n R g {a>, conjugacy 
in J implies that every involution in R is in ac. Since 1 S n L, : R / = 2 and 
L, = Oz(L1), the Thompson transfer lemma implies that every involution on L, 
fuses to a in G. 
If C,(B) = CsnJ(B), then G has a Sylow 2-group isomorphic to that of HiS 
or O’Nan’s group, according to whether L,/O(L,) contains a copy of GL(3,2) 
or not. Since these simple groups have been characterized by their Sylow 2-groups 
[14,2fJ, we may identify G. But then G is a balanced group, a contradiction. 
Thus C,(B) = C,,,(B)(c), j c j = 2 an c induces a graph automorphism d 
on J. As G = G’, G has one class of involutions and C,a(a)/O(C,(u)) G Z, . 
L,(4) . E4 . Since c has order 2 and induces a graph automorphism on J, we get 
that CL~(C>/O(CL~(C)) z 4, . Frob(21) and that c inverts O,~,,(Ll)/O(L,) z 
Z, x Z, x Z, . Let E E Syl,(C,(c)), E c El6 and let Y = N,(E). Since E _C 
C,(u), we get E E Syl,(C,(E)). Denote by * images under Y + Aut(E) s 
GL(4,2). Then (Y n L)* E E8 * Frob(21). Now take g E G so that cg = a and 
Es C S. By considering N,(Eg), we see that there is a 2-element y E Y with 
y* # 1 and cY = c. Thus 24 .3 .7 1 I Y* / and Y* is irreducible on E. Since 
Y* c+ GL(4,2), irreducibility and 1 Syl,(Y*)/ E 1 (mod 7) imply that Y* z 
GL(4,2). It follows that N&&(Tr)) covers L/O(L). However E a Ny(Ql( T,)), 
whereas E . O(L)/O(L) $ L,/O(L,); in fact, [E, L,] = Tl . This contradiction 
establishes Proposition 4.1. 
5. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2. 
In this section we complete the proof of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3. Thus we 
assume throughout this section that G is a minimal counterexample to Theorem 
1,2. In the next proposition we collect the properties of 
established. 
P;"ROBXITION 5.1. (1) F*(G)issim$e and 1 G:P*( 
(2) .ff (a, x, f) is an unbul~~~ng triple in 6, then e~they J~O(J) g Lo $3~ 
some q E {S, 7) OY J/Z”(J) gL& L,(4). 
(3) If J is a maximal unbalancing 2-component in G, then 9 G L,(4) aakd 
J is a mu~~mal 2-component in G. Moreover ETA = (1) for crEl A _C JC&‘), 
A g-g I$ . Also G = (G’, t) for any t d(C,(J)). 
(4) Let A be us in f3), L E Z”(G), E gg Es and E ~-co~~~c~~~ to A. ~~~~~s~ 
i%at either E _C C,(Z) 0~ m~(C~(L)) > 2. Ther2 O(L) C Z(L). 
(5) There exists an unbalencing triple (a, x, J) aad an i~~o~~tio~ t in Co(J) 
such thatL = ((L(C,(t)) L(c~(t))) has the following properties: 
(a) L gg L&l). 
(b) L is maximal in 5?(G). 
(c> O(L) g Z(L). 
(4 =(I)forallAC(L,t)OTAC&(Gf-Z)Withh~~*. 
PYOOJ Proposition 2.16 gives (1). Theorem 2.22 and Theorem I.1 yield (2). 
Corollary 2.17 and Proposition 4.1 yield (3). Using (3) together with Lemma 2.28 
we get (4). As G is a minimal cotlnterexam~~e to Theorem 1.2, G has a maximal 
unbalancing triple (a, x, J). By (3), J” E L,(4) and j is maximal in 6. 
2.13, Jis not standard in G. By Corollary 2.11, there exists an involut 
with O(L) $ Z(L) h w ere L = (L(cJ(t))L(cG(t))) and k = (L)L(c~(t~). Thus 
L is maximal in G and L/O(L) g J/O(J). Since J Covers L/&)(L), WA = (1) 
for ah k! z Es, A _C L by (3). If A g Es and either A _C (L, t) or A C G&& 
then A is Sconnected to some B _C L, B s E8 e So WA = WB = (I}. This 
proves (5). 
We remark that by (3), G is also a counterexample to Theorem 1.3. 
rotation 5.2. Let 9 be the set of all members L of L?(G) such that 
(I) There exists (a, x, J] an unbal~~ing triple and t ~~~~~~~~~ such that 
E, = (L(c~(t))L(cG(t))}. 
(2) .L satisfies properties (a)-(d) of 5.1(5). 
By 5.1(5), L? f Q . Among all L, E 9, picl<L with j Z*(L) /a maximal and, subject 
to this, with / C&I], maximal. Let N = NG(L), S E Syl,fNf, S C T E Sy&(G), 
~=~~~~~~),Z=~nL and X = O(L). AsL E 9, Lemma 2.28 implies 
that ~~~~ < 2 and ~~~o~X~) = 1. Let t be the involution in Co(X). 
LEMMA 5.3. Let u E I(S - Q) with u E (L, t}, Then C,(u) $ (I) and for 
some u1 E (24, utj, C,(u,) P;: O(C(u,)). 
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Proof. If C,(U) = (l), th en u inverts X. Thus u E Z(N/C,(X)), whence 
u E C,&. But u EI(S - Q). So C,(u) # (1). 
If C&l) c O(wl)) f or uI E(U, ut>, then C,(u) = C,r(~l) _C Wcu,tj = (l), 
a contradiction. 
Notation 5.4. Let S, = S n L. Let @ = (U E 1((S,, t)) / C,(u) $ O(C,(u))}. 
For u E % let 
K(u) = ((cX(u> n L(cG(u))) 
~(c&A)) 
>* 
K(U) is a nontrivial product of unbalancing 2-components of C,(U). Moreover, 
K(u) is normalized by Cc((u, t)). 
LEMMA 5.5. (1) Let 2: EI(Q). If K is a 2-component of Co(x) with either 
K/O(K) E L,(q) OY K/Z*(K) g L,(4). then K = (L(C,(Z))~~(“)) and I? g 
b(4). 
(2) If z EI(Q) - {t}, then x inverts X. 
(3) Let u E &. Then 52,(Q) normalizes every 2-component KI of K(u) and 
G<K, = (1). 
(4) !SI(Q) is isomorphic to a subgroup of 2, x 2, . 
Proof. (1) Let K, = (L(CL(x))L(c~(B))). As m(Q) < 2, K, a Co(z). Sup- 
pose that K, # K. If x = t, then m,((K, t)) > 3, which contradicts the fact 
that m(Q) < 2. If R= L,(4), then m,(C(K,,,,,(t)) 3 3, again a contradiction. 
Finally if z # t and K/O(K) s L,(q), then mz(C,,,,,,(t)) > 3, again a contra- 
diction. 
(2) Suppose that zeI(Q) -{t> and C,(z) # (1). As W<z;,t) = {l), 
we may assume that C,(z) $ O(C,(x)). This violates (1). 
(3) As u E (S,, , t), O(C,((u, t))) C X. Thus for each 2-component, KI , 
of K(u), X n KI = O(C,(t)) $ O(K,). If z EI(Q) - {t}, then z inverts X. 
Thus x normalizes KI and does not centralize & . 
(4) Let KI be as in (3). By (3), Gn,(Q) is isomorphic to a subgroup of a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of N* = N,(K,) n CG(t)/C,(I?l) n Cc(t). If & s L,(q), 
then a Sylow 2-subgroup of N* is isomorphic to Z, x Z, and the conclusion is 
clear. If & s L,(4), then a Sylow 2-subgroup of N* is isomorphic to a subgroup 
ofZzxD,andt*$(N*)‘.AsSZ,(Q) g is enerated by involutions and ma(&$(Q)) < 2, 
J&(Q) is isomorphic to a subgroup of Z, x Z, . 
LEMMA 5.6. S 6 Syl,(G). 
Proof. Suppose that SE Syl,(G). As (t) = J&(Q) n C,(L), t E Z(S). Pick 
u0 EI(&) with j C,(u,)i > / C,(v)/ for all zt EI(S - sZ,(Q)). As (u,, , t} n %Y f 
@, we may pick u E (uO , uOt} n &. Now j S : C,(u)1 < 4 and if C,(U) 6 
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Sylz(Cc(zc)), then uG r\ Q # a. Suppose that tiG n Q f JZ. 
K@ for some g E G. As / S : C,(u)] G 4, S n K(u) has index at most 4 in a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of K(u). But this contradicts the fact that t induces a unitary 
automorphism on KS). Thus uG n Q = a, whence C,(u) E Syl,(C,(u)). Let 
Ki be a 2-component of K(U). Then S n Kl E Syl,(K,). But t centralizes 
S n Kl and induces an unbalancing automorphism on x1 ) which is impossible. 
Notation 5.7. If ma(Q) = 2, let (t, z) = G,(Q). Moreover, if Z(T) n n,(Q) f 
(I), let x E Z(T). Let SO = S nL. 
LEMMA 5.8. (1) Iffl(Q) = (t), then Q = (t). 
(2) IjZ # (I), then Q = Q,(Q); in particular, exp Z < 2. 
Boof~ (I) Let Y E AT,(S) - S. Th en Q n Q = <l). Thus QQ/Q is a 
normal subgroup of S/Q of 2-rank 1. Then by Corollary 2.4(3), I 
Thus Q = (t). 
(2) By (l), we may assume that Qt(Q) = (t, z). 
Assume first that 2 = Z, x Z, or Z, x Z, . By Proposition 2.3, &(Z(S)) c 
(t, x). As S < TE Syl,(G), we conclude (using Notation 5.7) that ~,(Z(S)) = 
(t, x) and $2,(2(T)) = (z>. Let L, = ((L(C,(z)))L(CG(z))). As % is maximal in 
Y(G), L covers L,/Q(L,) and L, g C,(z). As SO E Syl,(L,), S, a T and tT = 
(t, xtj. Pick u E %LI with 1 C,(u)] maximal. As before, we see that either & n 
(t, xj # @ or C,(u) E Syl,(C,(u)). Suppose that the former case holds. 
Lemma 5.5(l), K(u)/O(K(u)) s L/O(L). Let b ars denote homomorphic images 
in C? = &(u)/&(u) (3 C,(Kyu)). A second application of 5.5(l) shows that 
Z z z _C CG(<u, t)). Now t induces a unitary automorphism on ~(z~)/~(~(~)) 
and Z*@(u)) has 2-rank 2. Then Proposition 2.2 implies that a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of C,((u, t)) is isomorphic to 2, or Es , contradicting the fact that z C Cc((u, r)). 
Thus uG n (t, x> = a, whence C,(U) E Syl,(C,(u)). As I T : S 1 = 2, ; C*(U) : 
C,(U)/ G 2. It follows that K(u)/O(K(u)) G L,(5). But again Z z 2 C C(;((zc, t)) 
and, in this case, CG((zl, t)) z Z, x Sa , contradicting the fact that Z has 
exponent 4. 
We have now established that Z is either cyclic or elementary abelian. We 
shall assume henceforth that Z # (1). We fix u E % with j C,(zl)~ maximal. 
Thus / S : C,(u)/ G 2. First we argue that &;-,(u)’ n Z # (I.). If Zis elementary, 
then es,(u) = SO and Z C SA . Hence we may assume that 2’~ Z, . In para- 
graph 3 of the proof of Lemma 4.7 it is shown that if Z C E _C So with E/Z E 
then E E D, 0 D, 02~. As E/Z 3 Z(S/Z), u E E and C,(u) z 
4 . Thus Q,(Z) _C C,(u)‘. 
Xow suppose that Q # (t, x). Then there exists y E Co((t, z>) with y’ E 
(9, z)” and [S, y] C (t, x). Suppose that y normalizes a 2-component, Ki , of 
K(u). Then {t, z,y) projects faithfully into M = N,(K,) &TI CG(t)/CG(&) f~ 
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C,(l). Let bars denote homomorphic images in IT. As i induces an outer in- 
volutary automorphism on K, and j has order 4, we must have R, z I,,(4). 
Then by Theorem 2.9, ii, is invariant under C,(U). As t induces a unitary 
automorphism of if, , Cs( u is isomorphic to a subgroup of Z, x SD,, by ) 
Proposition 2.2. As y has order 4, Cbs((u, y)) is abelian. Thus (t, z> n 
C,((:u, y))’ -7 (1). But C,Ju) C C,((u, y)), contradicting the fact that (t, a) n 
C,o(u) f- (1). 
Thus (y> permutes the 2-components of K(u) in orbits of length 2. Let 
K(u) :-: K,Ka ... K, . \Ve deduce from l’heorem 2.9 first that, for all i, Ri 2 
I,,(q,) for some qi E (5, 7). Kow (f, z, u) normalizes each Ki by Lemma 5.5(2). 
It follows easily that (t, z, u> is 3-conncctcd to every eights subgroup of 
T, n K’,C,(R,). AS VZ(C,,(R~) ;s 3 f or all i, it follows by I,cmma 2.28 that 
O(K,) = ;l) for all i. Choose notation so that K, = (K,)“. Let (z,) = Ki n S. 
Then ziz., = zizt~ E [S, y] c (t, 2). As zlzq E K,K, and t induces an outer 
automorphism on each Kc , ziza E {a, tz}. In particular, zlzp inverts C,(U) by 
I,cmma 5.5(2). Thus C,(u) C K, x K, . As K(u) is the normal closure of 
C,(U) nId(CG(u)) in L(C,(u)), it follows that K(u) = K, x K, . In particular, 
(;;-(u) normalizes K, x K2. Let * denote homomorphic images in :Y* = 
N,;(K, x K,) n C,(t)/C,;((K, x K2, f)). Then C,(U)* is isomorphic to a 
subgroup of l?, {Z, with yX inducing a wreathing automorphism. Thus 
; C,(u,y)” I = 8, whence C,((u, y))” : (f*, y*, 9) is central-by-cyclic, hence 
abelian. This again contradicts the fact that {t, .a> n C,J(u,y)) 54 (1). The 
proof is complete. 
~J:~IhlA 5.9. Ql(Q) = (f, z) and m((S,, , f, z)) = m(S) = 6. 
Proof. Clearly the second statement follows from the first and J,cmma 5.8(2). 
Thus WC may assume, using Lemma 5.8(l), that Q 3 (t). Thus, by Condition 1 
in the definition of 2, (t, x,L) is an unbalancing triple for some x E I(C,(t)). 
Thus %(S) -= (t, u) for some u EZ((& , t)) - {t}. As f $2(T), f - fu in 
XT(S). Then CX(ut) C O(C,(ut)). II ence C,(u) n O(C,(u)) = : (1). As (u) = 
Z(T), u E %“(K,) for any 2-component, Kl , of K(u). Thus R, g. L,(4). As K, 
is not standard in G by Corollary 2.11, either O(K,) c %(K,) or there exists 
c’ c Z(C,(K,) with u -f v and O((K~“‘)) $ Z((KF’“‘)). As (u, t, K,) is an 
unbalancing triple, K, E 9 in the former case and K, = (Kp’“‘) is in 2 in 
the latter case. Suppose first that the latter case holds. Then u E %“(K,) and 
(u, z) i: C,(&). But then I Co(&)!, > I C,(L),2, violating the choice of L. 
Thus K, E 2 and, by the choice of L, (u) E Syl,(C,(R,)). But then as S nor- 
malizes K, and t inducts a unitary automorphism on Z?, , uc have 1 S < 26, 
contradicting the fact that \ S ; > 2s. 
I,EMM.I 5.10. Let u E 2! with 1 C,(u), maximal. Then K(u) = KIK, ... K, 
with ki r L2(qi) for some qi c (5, 7). Moreover, 1 < Y \< 4. 
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Proof. As exp 2 < 2 by Lemma 5.8(2), uL n Z(S) f <a for all u E Q#* 
Thus we may assume that Al E Z(S), whence S normalizes K(u). 
Suppose first that K1 9 K(u) with R1 g L*(4). Then S normaiizes Kr by 
Theorem 2.9. As t E Z(S) and t induces a unitary auto~or~hism of i?, , 
m(S~~s(~l}) < 3. Thus m((S, , t, z}) > 6 implies that M(C<~ ,~~~j~~~~~ > 3. 
Then by Lemma 2.28, 0(&Y,) _C Z(K,). By Th eorem 2.13(l), Kr is not stan.dard 
in G. Thus by Corollary 2.X 1, there exists v E 1(C,(K,)) with& = ((Kr)L’“~(~;)~) 
satisfying Q(&) $ Z&i). Then L, = O(L,) Kt and L, E 9, since (u, t, K1) is 
unbalancing. By the choice of L and Lemma 5.8, exp~~~~~~~) < 2 and if 
O,(KJ # (l), then j C, &)I2 < 4. Thus if &d,jKJ f (1 j, then (2, a> E 
Syl,(C (~5 )) 
~~(~~~) l . 
B u t then <d 2 $j is self-~entra~~in~ in a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
< 2 contradicting’the fact that ~~(C~S,,t,&?lj > 3. 
We have shown thus far that if Kr 4 K(U) with Rr s L,J4) then O(1(,) g 
Z(I(,) and Q,(KJ = (1). As S C N,(K,), Z(S) n Ki i (1). Let z, EI(Z(S) A 
KJ and let x1 E Z(RJ with R, E Syl,(K,). As zi and x invert C,(u) n k;jC,r(~) n 
Z(K,), zz, either centralizes ICI or induces a unitary auto~~or~hism on K; I 
Thus, for some x,, E (2, tx> and w E C,jKJ, we have z. = alw. As t induces a 
unitary automorphism on Kr , there exists x2 E Z(R,) with [aB , i’] = z1 . Thus 
t N fz, in Cc(xO). It follows that x1 E Z(S) n C,(E). Thus z1 E (.zl tz). In any 
case z1 inverts C,(U). Thus C,(U) _C Ki . Let A be an elementary abelian sub- 
group of (S, , t, z) of rank 6 and let f be a 3-element of L normalizing but not 
~e~~~~~z~ng A. Then A = A, x {t, Z) where A, = [J&, j] 5 L. As {n, at) 0 
G2 # g for all a E A,, the choice of zc implies that / CXfa)i < CX(u)i for a13 
a E (A,, t) - (t). Let B = C <n,,t,(Kl). As m(S/Cs(Kl)) < 3, m(B) 3 2 and 
C&L) c @x(h) f or all b E .B+. Thus C,(u) =: C,(b) for all b E B*. But X := 
(Cr(b) j b E B*). Thus X C Z(L), contrary to the choice ofL. 
We have now established that K{(n) = ai,K% ... I(, with & z L,(q,) for some 
qi ~(5,7). As m(S) = 6 and (u, t) n K(u) = <I>, we have r < 4, as desired. 
LEMMA 5. I I . Let u E % with / C,(u)! maximal. Then K(u) # K,diz, ‘I. K, 
with Ri g L,(q,) for some qi E (5, 7) and 1 < r < 4. 
~~~0~. As in Lemma 5.10, we may .-sume that u E Z(S). Suppose that 
M(u) = KlK2 *.- Kr with $$ g L&) f or some qE E (5, 7). Let E = S n K(u), 
Then E is elementary of rank Y and (t, u) n E: = (I). If Y 2 3, then (E, f, FZ}/ 
(t, z) is a normal elementary subgroup of S/(t, z) of 2-rank at least 2 not 
containing Z(S/(t, z)). This contradicts Corollary 2.4(4). Thus r < 2 and? by 
~oro~lary .X4(3), if T = 2, then E r Z(S). Thus S~~~~~~)) is abelian. Now 
Z(S) _C (Z(S,), t, x> and Z(S,,) f S’. Thus ! ~~S)~~~S) n S’ 1 .< 4. As (E, fi 2 
Z(S> and (E, t) n S’ = (l), j E 1 = 2. Thus Y = I. As SCN6(S) :+ G, 
= (1) for all eights-subgroups A of S by Lemma 2.29. As BZ~(C~(R~)) L- 4, 
O(Ki) = (1) by Lemma 2.28. Now we may repeat, almost verbatim, the third 
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paragraph of the proof of Lemma 5.10 to derive a contradiction and complete 
the proof. 
As Lemmas 5.10 and 5.11 contradict each other, we have completed the 
proof of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3. 
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